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ABSTRACT

A key concern for a high-power processor is heat dissipation, which

limits the power, and thus the operating frequencies, of chips so as

not to exceed some temperature threshold. In particular, 3-D chip

integration will further increase power density, thus requiring more

efficient cooling technology. While air, fluorinert and mineral oil

have been traditionally used as coolants, in this study, we propose

to directly use tap or natural water due to its superior thermal con-

ductivity. We have developed the “in-water computer” prototypes

that rely on a parylene film insulation coating. Our prototypes can

support direct water-immersion cooling by taking and draining natu-

ral water, while existing cooling requires the secondary coolant (e.g.

outside air in cold climates) for cooling the primary coolants that

contact chips. Our prototypes successfully reduce by 20 degrees the

chip temperature of commodity processor chips. Our analysis results

show that the in-water cooling increases the acceptable amount of

power density of chips, thus achieving higher operating frequen-

cies of chips. Through a full-system simulation, our results show

that the water-immersion chip multiprocessors outperform the coun-

terpart water-pipe cooled and oil-immersion chips by up to 14%

and 4.5%, respectively, in terms of execution times of NAS Parallel

Benchmarks.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Hardware → Temperature optimization; 3D integrated circuits.

KEYWORDS

In-water computers, liquid immersion cooling, thermal-aware chip

multiprocessors (CMPs)
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the power density increases in a chip, a key concern for designing

a high-power chip is heat dissipation, which limits power consump-

tion due to enforced temperature thresholds. For example, recent

accelerator chips reach over two-hundred Watts, e.g. 245 Watts in In-

tel Knight Landing 7290, and 500 Watts in an ASIC Bitcoin-mining

processor chip [2]. Shortly the 3-D chip integration of a conventional

chip multiprocessor (CMP) will be mature that further increases the

power density, e.g. 425 Watts in a conventional CMP in 2033 taken

from IRDS roadmap[14]. There is a strong need for more efficient

cooling on a chip.

Computers have historically been air-cooled. However, liquid

coolants have been used successfully in some High-Performance

Computing (HPC) and datacenter platforms (e.g., Fluorinert for the

Cray-2 series, Mineral oil for the Tsubame-KFC supercomputer [9],

Fluorinert for the kukai cluster at Yahoo Japan). These coolants, due

to thermal conductivity much higher than that of air, make it possible

to increase chip power consumption without violating operating ther-

mal constraints. Furthermore, liquid coolants benefit from natural

convection effects, cooling chips more efficiently than air cooling

even with high fan speeds. Power usage effectiveness (PUE) as low

as 1.03 been reported for liquid-immersion HPC systems [12].

In this study, we present yet another liquid cooling, namely a

water-immersion method. Water-immersion cooling is attractive due

to (i) high thermal conductivity (when compared to air, mineral

oil, and fluorinert); (ii) possibly direct immersion cooling; (iii) low-

ered safety concerns (when compared to mineral oil and fluorinert);

and/or (iv) lower cost of coolants (when compared to mineral oil

and fluorinert).

The first advantage of our approach is the high thermal conduc-

tivity for better cooling. Figure 1 shows maximum chip operating

frequency vs. number of stack chips. The temperature constraint

is 78◦C taken from its specifications. These results are obtained

in simulation, based on a model of the Xeon E5-2667v4 (1.2-3.6
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Figure 1: Maximum frequency vs. number of stacked Xeon E5

chips for air, mineral oil and water cooling.

GHz) chip. The maximum power consumption of each voltage-

and-frequency scaling (VFS) step is measured with the Intel RAPL

(Running Average Power Limit) tool, when executing one stress

command (which calculates π) on each core. Using the obtained

power profile and its physical layout, which we compute based on

a high-resolution photo of the die, we obtain the maximum temper-

ature in the CMP layout using HotSpot v6.0 [24] (see upcoming

sections for full details on our experimental methodology). The main

finding is that air cooling, due to poor heat dissipation properties,

limits operating frequencies of 3 stacked chips to 2.0 GHz, and does

not enable a 4-chip layout. This limitation is one of the reasons why

air-cooled 2.5-D implementations are currently considered for high-

power chip integration. Mineral oil dissipates heat better, and thus

allows operating 3 chips at 2.8 GHz or 4 chips at 2.0 GHz. Water

cooling would improve these frequencies to 3.2 GHz and 2.2 GHz,

respectively.

The second advantage of our approach is to enable “direct” cool-

ing. The existing liquid cooling requires the secondary cooling sys-

tem for cooling the primary coolant, naturally degrading its total

efficiency. Our in-water computer prototypes can face natural wa-

ter. Thus, we can take and drain the waters of river for the primary

coolant, or they can be placed under natural river. Our direct cooling

does improve its total efficiency.

Existing liquid coolants have the advantage of providing electric

insulation because water except pure water provides no electric

insulation. We explore in-water computer prototypes that rely on a

μm-film insulation coating for electric isolation.

Besides real cooling prototypes for proof of in-water concept,

we evaluate the efficiency of our water cooling on 3-D chip mul-

tiprocessors (CMPs) using power analysis (McPAT v1.3), thermal

analysis (HotSpot v6.0) and full-system simulator (gem5). The water

cooling attempts to increase total power consumption: given a num-

ber of chips, a temperature threshold, it maximizes the application

performance.

This work makes the following contributions:

• We demonstrate the feasibility of in-water commodity com-

puters by using a 120-150μm parylene film to cover mother-

boards fully. Measured temperature reduction on Xeon E3-

1270v5 processors, when compared to air cooling, is about

20◦C when executing CPU-intensive workloads. Another

finding is that the lifetime of the coated computer is expected

to be a couple of years when some parts of motherboard, i.e.

area of memory slots, is not coated (is masked when coating).

In this case, we should set up it as follows: the hottest area

around processors is underwater, while the uncoated area is

placed above the surface of water. (Section 2)

• We demonstrate the impact of the water cooling on the ap-

plication performance of thermal-aware CMPs. The water-

immersion CMP improves the chip operating frequency given

temperature constraints on HotSpot 6.0 temperature modeling

analysis [24]1, leading to up to 14% and 4.5% execution-time

reduction for the NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB), when com-

pared to water-pipe and mineral oil cooling, respectively. We

find that the thermal constraint strongly affects the application

performance, especially when the number of chips increases

on the 3-D integration. (Section 3)

• We explore the impact of coolant heat transfer coefficient on

the maximum chip operating frequency and the influence of

thermal-aware floorplan optimization on the maximum chip

operating frequency. Also, we qualitatively compare direct

cooling enabled by our approach to existing liquid cooling at

the macro-system point of view. (Section 4)

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5

discusses related works. Section 6 concludes with a summary of our

findings and perspectives on future work.

2 IN-WATER μ-FILM APPROACH

The main challenge is that water does not provide electric insulation.

In some existing computer systems, water cooling has only been

used in heat pipes, i.e., water pipes placed near the processor, or

in radiators for secondary cooling [21, 23, 26]. By contrast, we

propose the full immersion of processors in non-pure (e.g., tap)

water. Historically, heat pipe approach using water that goes through

the surface of all processor chips has been used, however, their

efficiency is, of course, not better than that of in-water cooling (see

the results in Figures 7 and 8).

2.1 Design

We propose to allow high power-density chips underwater by the

use of a μm-film coating technology that is originally designed for

electric insulation purposes. After attempting several combinations

of film-coating materials, including epoxy resin, we eventually re-

alized working prototypes by covering commodity computers with

120μm and 150μm parylene films. Especially, we use the diX C Plus

film provided by KISCO Ltd. [17]. We experimented with thinner

parylene films, e.g., 50μm, but the underwater computers failed after

only a few hours in operation and could never be booted again after

this initial failure.

1Our extension to support (1) chip rotation on 3-D integration and (2) floorplans of Intel
Xeon E5-2667v4 and Xeon Phi7290 processors is available from [30].
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Given a motherboard that includes processors, memory, and I/O

cables, our approach consists in fully covering the motherboard with

the parylene film, including the I/O connectors and the first few cms

of the I/O cables. The coating is applied using a vacuum deposition

process known as chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Parylene films

applied by CVD provide high electric insulation, high moisture-

proofing, and high chemical resistance. This technology therefore

widely applied to various commodity components in fields such as

aerospace, automobile, and healthcare. Importantly for our purpose,

CVD operates at room temperature and thus does not damage ICs.

Furthermore, although a motherboard has an uneven non-convex

surface, the gaseous coating material penetrates the entire volume

and results in an almost uniformly thick film over the entire surface.

The parylene material itself is cheap, and the total coating cost

would become nominal if a commodity CVD production line were

developed for the purpose of producing in-water computers.

The drawbacks of our proposed in-water approach are: (i) a faulty

component on the motherboard cannot be replaced since the film

coats the entire motherboard; (ii) the coating may raise chip tem-

perature; and (iii) the parylene film has unknown lifetime when

used for in-water computers. The first drawback is inherent to our

approach. To mitigate the second drawback we simply break the

parylene film on each chip’s heat-spreader surface, and replace it

by TIM (Thermal Interface Material) and a heatsink that is tightly

applied to the heat-spreader surface. Our experiments have shown no

water leakage due to this technique. To address the third drawback

we have developed several prototypes, described in the next section.

2.2 Test Boards

We designed a test board, shown in Figure 2, to investigate the life-

time of each component on a computer. The reason for developing

this test board is that it is difficult to identify faulty components in

commercial motherboards. The test board uses five distinct voltage

supply units and the following seven components: USB, Ethernet

(RJ45), mPCIe, PCIex4, CR2032 (micro cell), PGA (pin grid array)

and mega-AVR microcontrollers. We picked these components be-

cause they have complex physical shapes, and thus may have short

film coating lifetimes. In case a component causes a short / leak of

electricity due to being immersed in water, the test board identifies

the component and measures the amount of leakage.

We have been running 5 boards covered by the 120 and 150

μm parylene film for over 2 years, and counting. To date, the only

component faults have been for all five PCIex4 components, one

RJ45, and one mPCIe for which small amounts of leakage have been

measured. All five CR2032s seem to be electrically discharged. We

thus recommend to put PCIex4, RJ45 and mPCIe components above

the surface of the water and to remove microcell components from

the motherboard.

2.3 Servers

Besides the test-board experiments, we have used the parylene film

to cover various-sized motherboards: Intel NUC6i7KYK, ASRock

Q1900M (Intel Quad-Core Celeron Processor J1900), AS-1341G

(Intel Atom E660T) and FUJITSU Server PRIMERGY TX1320

M2 (Xeon E3-1270v5) (Figure 3). These computers have worked

underwater for up to a half year (and counting). However, in the case

Figure 2: In-water Test Board.

of the FUJITSU server, on the 7th day, the server could no longer be

booted successfully. This particular FUJITSU server includes an in-

tegrated Remote Management Controller (iRMC), through which we

were able to determine that the problem was due a memory module

(“Memory module failed (disabled) (CRITICAL)”). Interestingly,

the iRMC has been working for over 18 months and reporting that

other components of the server are still functional. The same phe-

nomenon appeared in a FUJITSU server worked only in air. Even in

the case of onboard memory, i.e. AS-1341G, the memory module

failure appeared both in-water and air cooling after it works for five

months.

Our anecdotic evidence indicates that our proposed approach

works better when memory slots are not covered by the parylene

film; then we will obtain a longer lifetime than a couple of years.

It is possible to implement it by masking them when coating a

motherboard by the parylene film.

In our experiments, we have encountered problems with PCIex4,

mPCIe, RJ45 connectors and with a memory slot for 2 years in total.

They can be resolved by uncoating them (, and placing them above

the surface of the water).

2.4 Temperature Evaluation

To show the advantage of full in-water immersion, we have mea-

sured chip temperature for the film-coated PRIMER-GY TX1320

M2 server (Xeon E3-1270v5(3.6 GHz), 4 GB DDR4 2133 MHz

Unbuffered DIMM×2) for three options: (i) air cooling (the mother-

board is placed right next to a high-speed fan); (ii) immersing only

the heatsink in water; and (iii) full immersion in water using our

approach. We ran the stress command, operating chips at their

maximum frequencies, and obtained temperature information di-

rectly from the OS (Ubuntu Linux). We measured temperature for

air cooling at 76 ◦C. Immersing only the heatsink in water leads to a

5 ◦C reduction down to 71 ◦C. Immersing the whole board in water

lowers the temperature by 15 ◦C down to 56 ◦C. These results show

the significant potential thermal benefits of full in-water immersion.
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Figure 3: PRIMERGY TX1320 M2 server covered with 150μm

parylene film (film is too thin and transparent to be seen on

photo). We use ANNEX Thermal Grizzly Kryonaut as thermal

interface material (TIM). The white bond is RTV KE-45 for

padding the unused I/O (later, we find out that the bond is not

needed for electric insulation. Only parylene film is enough for

this purpose.).
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Figure 4: Chip temperature for the film-coated PRIMERGY

TX1320 M2 server vs. cooling option.

3 SIMULATION EVALUATION

The previous section illustrates the impact of water cooling on the

chip temperature using our prototypes and lifetime. To evaluate the

benefits of in-water computing over other cooling alternatives for

high-power chips, in this section, we quantify gains in operating

frequencies and in parallel (OpenMP) application performance on

temperature-constraint 3-D chip multi-processors (CMPs).

3.1 Baseline Chip Multi-Processor

We use standard simulation tools to evaluate our designs quantita-

tively: McPAT v1.3 [20] to compute power consumption; HotSpot

v6.0 [24] to compute maximum temperature (based on the power

trace generated by McPAT simulations); and gem5 [4] to estimate

application execution time.

For simplicity and generality, we consider a baseline 16-tile chip

that we obtain by modifying the Xeon processor description file

Table 1: Specification of the baseline 2-D CMP.

Processor family x86-64

Number of cores 4

L1 I/D cache size 32/128 KiB (line:64B)

L1 cache latency 1 cycle

L2 cache bank size 12 MiB (assoc:8)

L2 cache latency 6 cycles

Memory size 4 GiB

Memory latency 160 cycles

Area 169 mm2

Maximum Power (low-power) 47.2 Watts @ 2.0 GHz

Maximum Power (high-frequency) 56.8 Watts @ 3.6 GHz

Router pipeline [RC][VSA][ST/LT]

Buffer size 5 flits per VC

Protocol MOESI directory

# of VCs 3 (one VC for each message class)

On-chip topology 4 times4 mesh

Control / data packet size 1 flits / 5 flits
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Figure 5: A 3-D CMP that consists of four chips, each of

which has four cores and twelve L2 cache banks.

provided by McPAT, the details of which are given in Table 1 and

Figure 5. The bottom part of the table shows network-on-chip (NoC)

specifications.

We obtain area and maximum (static and dynamic) power distri-

bution of a chip using McPAT for 22nm technology with physical

gate lengths configured for high-performance applications. Note

that the McPAT simulation does not include the power consumption

of vertical interconnects, such as through silicon via (TSV) and

ThruChip interface (TCI). However, this power consumption is less

than 0.3 W for a 256 Gbps (128 bit×2.0 GHz) vertical link and so

we neglect its impact (both in terms of power consumption and heat

dissipation) [16].

We assume two designs of voltage-and-frequency scaling (VFS)

on McPAT simulation for 11 steps from 1.0 GHz to 2.0 GHz, in 0.1

GHz increments, and 13 steps of VFS from 1.2 GHz to 3.6 GHz

in 0.2 GHz increments, respectively. In the remain of this paper,

the former is so named “low-power CMP” and the latter is “high-

frequency CMP”.

Each pair of voltage and frequency is approximated as

Tdelay ∝

CV

(V −Vth)α
,
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Figure 6: Power vs. Operating frequency, relative to maxi-

mum power-and-frequency behavior, for different CMPs.

where Tdelay is the gate delay, C is the capacitance being switched,

V is the supply voltage, Vth is the threshold voltage, and α is the

velocity saturation index in a short channel MOSFET. The values for

V and Vth are taken from the McPAT technology file, and we set α to

1.3. We have verified that the above model leads to frequency/power

values that are consistent with actual measurements on the recent

Xeon E5-2667-v4 processor and Xeon Phi7250 processors, as show

in Figure 6.

High-end processors typically specify a recommended maximum

operating temperature threshold above 70 ◦C (e.g., 78 ◦C for Xeon

E5-2667-v4). In this study, we conservatively assume a temperature

threshold of 80 ◦C.

3.2 Chip Frequencies

We consider 3-D CMPs. Given an 80◦C temperature threshold, we

determine the maximum chip operating frequency (assuming all

chips operate at the same frequency) for 1 to 15 chips, based on

HotSpot v6.0 simulation results. Although transient behaviors of

computational applications are interesting and have been studied [1,

3, 10, 11], in this study, we only consider the worst-case study,

i.e. the steady-state behavior in which each module fully works.

Simulation parameters are listed in Table 2. We set heat transfer

coefficients of air, mineral oil, fluorinert, and water to 14, 160, 180,

800 W/(m2K), respectively. Our results also include the water pipes

cooling option, assuming that the heatsink is replaced by a typical

closed-loop liquid CPU cooler.

Table 2: HotSpot v6.0 Simulation Parameters.

Heatsink 12×12×3 cm, 400 W/mK, 0.3024 m2

Heat spreader 6×6×0.1 cm, 400 W/mK

Parylene film 120 μm, 0.14 W/mK

TIM / Glue 20 μm, 0.25 W/mK

Outside temp. 25◦C

Figures 7 and 8 plot operating frequency vs. number of chips for

each cooling option. In low-power CMPs, the air cooling and the

water-pipe cooling can work at up to 4 and 7 chips, respectively, thus

their plots for 5 and 8 chips cannot be drawn in the figure.

These results show that air or water-pipe cooling does not make it

possible to operate more than 2 or 3 chips, respectively, and only at

low frequency. Water cooling via immersion leads to the best results,
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Figure 7: Maximum chip operating frequency vs. number of

chips in a stack low-power CMP for different cooling options.
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Figure 8: Maximum chip operating frequency vs. number of

chips in a stack high-frequency CMP for different cooling op-

tions.

making it possible to run chips at higher frequencies than its closest

competitors, fluorinert and mineral oil, when 6 or 5 chips or more are

used in low-power or high-power CMPs, respectively. Although the

high-frequency CMP has the higher power consumption than that in

the low-power CMP, the high-frequency CMP can support the more

significant number of chips than the low-power CMP if allowing

lower operating frequency. This is because the high-frequency chip

supports the broader range of VFS, thus supporting the lower power

mode of the chip.

Figure 9 illustrates the thermal map of the high-frequency CMPs

at 3.6GHz for water cooling. Since the processor cores (CORE1 -

CORE4) have higher power density than L2 cache, the non-uniform

thermal distribution is obtained on a chip. As expected, the upper

tier has a lower temperature at the same position.

Through the HotSpot simulation results, we conclude that in-

water CMPs should provide significant application performance

advantages, which we further corroborate in the next section.
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(a) Layer 1 (bottom). (b) Layer 2.

(c) Layer 3. (d) Layer 4 (top).

Figure 9: Thermal map of the 4-chip high-frequency CMP

(3.6GHz) for water cooling. Notice that the color scales are not

the same.
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Figure 10: Benchmark execution times, relative to water pipes

cooling for a 6-chip low-power CMP.

3.3 Parallel Application Performance

We perform a full-system simulation of 6 and 8-chip 3-D integrated

CMPs using gem5 [4]. We simulate the execution of nine parallel

programs from the OpenMP implementation of the NAS Parallel

Benchmarks. These programs were compiled with GCC 4.4.7 and

executed (in simulation) with a Linux kernel 2.6.22.9. We assume

the executions to 24 or 32 threads in 6 or 8-chip CMPs, respectively.

We consider four cooling options: water pipe, mineral oil, fluo-

rinert, and water. We omit air cooling as it cannot support 6 and 8

chips (see the previous section). Simulated application execution

times for each benchmark are shown in Figures 10 to 13. The exe-

cution times are relative to execution times obtained with the water

pipe for Figures 10, 12 and 13, and those with mineral oil cooling

option for Figure 11 (lower values mean better performance). Since
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Figure 11: Benchmark execution times, relative to mineral oil

cooling for an 8-chip low-power CMP.
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Figure 12: Benchmark execution times, relative to water pipes

cooling for a 6-chip high-frequency CMP.
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Figure 13: Benchmark execution times, relative to water pipes

cooling for an 8-chip high-frequency CMP.

the water pipe cooling cannot support eight chip stack using the

high-frequency CMPs, we can not plot ts result in Figure 11. In line

with frequency results in the previous section, water cooling leads

to the fastest operating frequency, thus obtaining fastest application

execution times by up to 14% on average. In both cases for 6 and 8
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chips, it is oblivious that the parallel-application performance tends

to be proportional to the maximum operating frequency. We highly

recommend using water cooling.

4 FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 Heat Transfer Coefficient
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Figure 14: Temperature vs. heat transfer coefficient.

We use HotSpot to estimate CMP (maximum) temperature for a

range of heat transfer coefficients for the coolant. Figure 14 shows

temperature vs. heat transfer coefficient for the low-power and high-

freq CMPs, Intel Xeon E5-2667-V4 (“e5”), and Phi7250 (“phi”),

each operating at their maximum frequency. The number of stack

chips is set to four. As expected, temperature decreases as the heat

transfer coefficient increases. Interestingly, especially for a high-

power chip like the Xeon e5, we find that non-negligible temperature

reduction can be achieved for heat transfer coefficients higher than

that of water. Therefore, even in the case of in-water computers, it

could be worthwhile in practice to increase coolant flow speed (e.g.,

via turbines).

4.2 Influence of Thermal-aware Floorplan

Optimization on Coolant Performance

The power, and thus heat, distribution of a chip is not uniform across

its surface. For instance, a processor core typically has high power

density, while the last level cache (LLC) has low power density, as

shown in Figure 9.

There is room to improve thermal-aware chip layouts for the

3-D stack. In terms of thermal-aware chip design, 3-D floorplan

algorithms have been proposed [7, 24], as well as algorithms that

compute microchannel layouts. To simply understand its impact on

the temperature of the conventional chips considered in Figure 5, it

may thus be worthwhile rotating some chips, e.g., to make a low-

power-density area of a chip overlap a high-power-density area of

another chip [13].

In the high-frequency CMP, four processor cores are all located in

the bottom tile row. To investigate the effectiveness of chip rotations,

we consider the 3-D stack layout, for which we quantify the effect of

rotating all chips in even layers by 180◦. Although the 90◦ rotation

seems better, chips that are rectangle cannot be stacked. Figure 15
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Figure 15: Operating frequency vs. temperature with and with-

out chip rotation on the high-frequency CMP.

(a) Layer 1 (bottom). (b) Layer 2.

(c) Layer 3. (d) Layer 4 (top).

Figure 16: Thermal map of the 4-chip high-frequency CMP

(flip, 3.6GHz) for water cooling. Notice that the color scales are

not the same.

shows layout temperature, as determined via HotSpot simulations, vs.

chip frequency, for the 4-chip stack with and without chip rotations

(denoted by “flip”). Results are shown for air cooling and water

cooling.

These results indicate that chip rotation has some effect on the

temperature of air cooling and water cooling. For instance, consider-

ing a temperature threshold of 80◦C, chip rotations make it possible

to operate chips at 3.0 GHz instead of 2.8 GHz for air cooling. The

water cooling does 3.6 GHz. The temperature reduction due to chip

rotations when operating both chips at 3.6 GHz is 13◦C.

Figure 16 illustrates the thermal map of the high-frequency CMP

at 3.6GHz for water cooling with chip rotation, taken from the

plot in Figure 15. When compared to Figure 9, we found that the
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chip rotation distributes power through the entire chip surface more

uniformly.

Our main finding is that the performance tendency in which water

cooling outperforms the air cooling is maintained under both the

3-D stack layout in Figure 5 and the 3-D thermal-aware layout. Even

using the flip, or optimizing chip layouts, we expect that there is a

similar temperature gap among air, mineral oil and water cooling to

those in the previous section.

4.3 Generalization

First, we focus on simulation accuracy. We ultimately evaluated and

compared power analysis (McPAT), temperature analysis (HotSpot)

and application performance (gem5). McPAT framework reported

22.61 % of power and 16.7% of area gap between its results and real

Xeon Tulsa chips [20]. In the temperature evaluation, the accurate

transient state analysis for a given application program is an exciting

topic of modeling and computation acceleration [10, 11]. By contrast,

in this study, we consider a worst-case design. Our results should be

considered in early-stage design for parameter survey.

Second, we focus on the graph curves between frequency and the

number of chips in different processor models. We measured their

power consumption by RAPL when executing the stress command

per core on Intel Xeon E5-2667-V4 and Phi7250. Using RAPL we

limit the maximum operating frequency and measure the power.

Using the obtained power profile and its physical layout of a high-

resolution die photo, we obtained the maximum temperature in the

CMP layout using HotSpot v6.0 [24]. Although their maximum

power consumption depends on its application, the curves between

operating frequency and the power consumption are similar. (We

confirm this fact when executing NAS Parallel Benchmarks 3.3.1

OpenMP on Intel Xeon E5-2667-V4 and Phi7250.) We used the

power trace of the stress command because it takes the average

curves between operating frequency and the power consumption

among the programs executed in this study. We compare the low-

power and high-power CMP chips to Intel Xeon E5-2667-V4 in

Figure 1 and Phi7250 in Figure 17. The water-pipe cooling and

mineral oil cooling can work at up to two and three chips, respec-

tively, thus their plots for three and four chips cannot be drawn in

Figure 17. Figure 18 is its thermal map at 1.2 GHz. It interestingly il-

lustrates that the thermal distribution is better than that in low-power

and high-freq CMPs in Figures 9 and 16. This comes from that the

number of processor cores is large and it is distributed through the

entire chip, thus achieving more uniform thermal distribution. Since

the both Intel Xeon E5 and Phi chips have higher power than the

low-power and high-frequency chips, both Intel chips are accepted

with the maximum operating frequency (i.e. 3.6 GHz for Intel Xeon

E5 and 1.6 GHz for Intel Phi). We can draw the conclusion that the

water immersion provides the same or higher operating frequencies

for a given number of chips.

4.4 Application to Truly Direct Cooling

Framework under Natural Water

What if a computer system works in natural water, e.g. in a river or in

the ocean? then (1) heat would directly dissipate into the water and

(2) a power usage effectiveness (PUE) of approximately 1.00 would
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Figure 17: Maximum frequency vs. number of stacked Xeon

Phi 7290 chips for air, mineral oil and water cooling.

(a) Layer 1 (bottom). (b) Layer 2.

(c) Layer 3. (d) Layer 4 (top).

Figure 18: Thermal map of the 4-chip Xeon Phi7290-model

CMP (1.2 GHz) for water cooling. Notice that the color scales

are not the same.

be achieved. We qualitatively consider the possible application of

in-water cooling under natural water, and its efficiency.

4.4.1 No Secondary Coolants Enabled by Water-Immersion

Cooling. The chip temperature can be computed based on an equiv-

alent circuit of thermal resistances and capacitances. In this context,

when the in-water cooling is placed under natural water, e.g. river,

we can take the advantage of the removal of the secondary coolant

(for cooling the primary coolants, i.e. air or oil, that contact chips)

from the thermal circuit. Conventional air-cooled and oil-immersion

computer system has the secondary coolant that has a certain amount

of thermal resistances and capacitances. The secondary coolant is,

of course, a lowest temperature, and the primary coolant is higher
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temperature than that of the secondary coolant. Their cooling effi-

ciency is not better than that of the in-water cooling under natural

water that becomes the “primary” coolant.

4.4.2 Reducing PUE . The entire cooling facilities of datacenters

should be carefully considered. Existing cooling systems for parallel

computers have typically used both the primary and the secondary

coolants. The secondary coolants should be cost-effective, and they

can be not only air but also natural water, e.g. cold lake at upland

or sea [22]. The Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS)

has used natural water for cooling on a lake, and it has pumped

over a distance of 2.8 km [29]. Also, AQUASER [26] and ABCI

(AI Bridging Cloud Infrastructure) have used water-pipe cooling

that faces processor chips, and they allow to use warm water, e.g.

60◦C, that can reduce the cost of the secondary-cooling facilities, e.g.

capacity of chillers and size of pumps. ABCI achieves the cooling

capacity of 70kW per rack by using hot water primary cooling and

air secondary cooling [23]. They usually rely on water pipe with

pumps to contact hot chips, and the water in the pipe should be clean

enough not to be stuck. By contrast, in-water computers can remove

the above facilities of the secondary coolant and water pipes when

they are directly deployed under natural water with approximately

ideal PUE.

4.4.3 Experiment. We experiment upon our two in-water PCs

with the μm parylene film, ASRock Q1900M on Tokyo Bay, and

one with the parylene film worked for 53 days (that record is shorter

than the case under-tapped water) under Tokyo Bay, as illustrated

in Figure 19. In this experiment, the film coating is the same as the

case under-tapped water. Although there were a large number of

shellfishes on the yellow box that stores PCs. There is some seaweed

growing in the box.

Existing cooling system does not use sea as the primary coolant,

(The experiment [22] used sea as the secondary coolant), while our

in-water approach can do. Although further development undersea

is needed for stabilizing the long lifetime undersea, our proof-of-

concept experiment may enable to widen the design option of the

entire cooling facilities and their location under natural water.

Sea is an extreme example as the primary coolant. Our in-water

cooling has long-term potential for designing the facilities that sup-

port natural water as the primary coolant. (This exploration is out of

the scope of this paper.)

5 RELATED WORKS

5.1 Emerging Cooling Technologies

In this study, we propose using an unconventional cooling medium,

namely, tap or natural water. Other unconventional cooling liquids,

such as liquid nitrogen or dry ice, have been used to enable high chip

frequencies (as seen in Master Overclocking Arena competitions).

Also, phase-change cooling, in which a gas (or mix of gases) is

compressed into a liquid, is more efficient than using only gases

or only liquids. Electronics completely immersed in a dielectric

(non-conductive) fluid, such as Novec, chip temperatures reach fluid

boiling temperature [2].

As described in the previous section, there are a large number

of the secondary indirect cooling techniques that make coolant that

faces chips cool via the radiator, such as the use of sea in Microsoft

Figure 19: Proof of concept prototype under Tokyo Bay (a) the

entire system, (b) the two motherboards are stored within a yel-

low box, (c) the status in the 1st day (d) the status after 55 days.

Project Natick or the use of air outside in cold climates. The sec-

ondary cooling techniques are indirect and they are quite different

from our in-water cooling; the chip temperature depends on the

direct coolant that faces chips.

Cooling has also been considered at the chip design level. The

application of microchannel (water) cooling to 2-D [18, 31] and 3-D

ICs [6, 19, 25] has been shown to be efficient. This is because a large

number of microchannels can be laid out around areas of high heat

density, e.g., processor cores. Due to chip thickness considerations,

it is unclear whether microchannel cooling can be applied to CMPs

that rely on inductive coupling.

5.2 Thermal-aware Techniques

Many techniques have been proposed to manage heat dissipation

at chip design time and at runtime. Some of them are inspired by

the power-aware computing design. Dynamic Thermal Management

(DTM) at runtime has also been investigated [5, 27]. It avoids ex-

ceeding thermal constraints by lowering power. For example, power

gating for reducing static power and DVFS for reducing dynamic

power can be used to implement DTM strategies at the hardware
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level. DTM can also be achieved in software via job scheduling [8].

Although we assume the worst-case design for thermal analysis in

this study, the thermal evaluation of the DTM requires the transient

temperature distribution. The evaluation models that support the

transient temperature distribution are helpful [15, 28].

In the system level, some recent supercomputers have employed

the power gap a.k.a. power knob. If all the computer components

work at the maximum performance, the aggregate power consump-

tion becomes higher than that allowed by the supercomputer. How-

ever, each parallel program has typically computation, memory or

rarely network intensive. Some hardware resources are not fully uti-

lized in such a program, thus, its power consumption can be smaller

than that allowed by the supercomputer thanks to DTM. Our work is

orthogonal to DTM techniques but widens the overall design space

for thermal-aware systems.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have proposed the in-water cooling since water has

lower cost, lower safety concerns, and higher heat transfer coefficient

than currently used coolants. We have successfully developed proof-

of-concept prototypes of in-water computers by entirely covering

test boards as well as off-the-shelf motherboards with a 120-150μm

parylene film. They successfully decrease by 20 ◦C chip tempera-

ture when compared to air cooling, when executing CPU-intensive

workloads on Xeon E3-1270v5 processors. Another finding is that

the lifetime of the coated PC would be a couple of years when some

parts of the motherboard, e.g. around memory slots, are not coated.

In the cooling point of view, processors should be underwater while

the other parts can be above the surface of water.

For 3-D CMPs, we have shown that water cooling makes it pos-

sible to operate chips at higher clock rates than when using other

coolants. These higher frequencies can translate to improvements up

to 14% and 4.5% in the execution time of the NAS Parallel Bench-

marks when compared to water-pipe cooling and mineral oil cooling,

respectively. Overall, our results demonstrate the clear potential of

our proposed approach. Our future work is (1) a more thorough

exploration of the 3-D chip integration layout design that makes the

best use of the water cooling capability, and (2) evaluation for the

ability to densely pack compute nodes.
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